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We present another generalization of Higman's result ([2]) that the subsequence embedding 
relationship on a finitely generated free monoid is a well quasi order. Our result is analogous to 
the generalization of Higman's result given in [1] in the following manner. In the quasi orders 
we consider, we are given a finite set S of non-null words from ~* and we demand that 
x t • • • xk+ t is less than or equal to xta 1 •. • XkakJCk+ 1 for any words x l , . . . ,  xk+xeI* and any 
single word a t • . .  a k ~ S, where ai~ ~Z, 1 ~<i<~k. The least quasi order obtained in this fashion 
is denoted ~<s- In contrast o the notion of subword unavoidability used in [1], S is said to be 
subsequence unavoidable (in ~*) if and only if there exists a k 0 such that any word longer than 
k o has a (nonempty) subsequence of letters (not necessarily contiguous) which form a word in S. 
We show that ~<s is a well quasi order on ~* if and only if S is subsequence unavoidable in ~*. 
As an application of this result, we show that the iterated shuffle ([1], [7], [8]) of a finite set S 
with itself is a regular language if and only if S is subsequence unavoidable. 
1. Introduction 
The study of well quasi orders has its roots primarily in the seminal paper of 
Higman ([2]), in which the following definitions are given (among others). 
Definition. A quasi order is a reflexive and transition relation. Given a set A and 
a quasi order <~ on A, then <~ is a well quasi order on A if and only if either of the 
following hold: 
(i) For each infinite sequence {x~} of elements in A, there exist i<  j such that 
x~ <~x~. 
(ii) Each infinite sequence of elements in A contains an infinite ascending 
subsequence. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Ramsey's theorem. For a more 
detailed account of the major results in the theory of well quasi orders, the reader 
is referred to [5]. In this paper we will follow more closely the line of investigation 
begun by Higman into certain types of well quasi orders on abstract algebras. In 
fact, we will restrict our attention to well quasi orders on finitely generated free 
mon0ids. Before proceeding, let us make our notational conventions clear. 
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Definition. For any finite, nonempty alphabet 2~, 2~* denotes the free monoid 
generated by ~ with empty word h. ~+=~*-{X}.  For w~* ,  Iwl denotes the 
length of w and for any a ~ Z, #a(w) denotes the number of occurrences of a in 
w. Given a finite alphabet zl and any set of words S, S C_m~nA* if and only if 
S ~ A* and S¢  2~* for any ~ properly contained in za. S ___m~A ÷ denotes the fact 
that S ~_ mm A* and h ~ S. 
In this restricted omain, Higman's notion of ordering by divisibility and his 
main theorem can be given as follows. 
Definition. A quasi order ~< on X* is monotone if and only if x~<y~ and X2<~Y2 
implies that XlX2~<ylY2 for all xx, x2, y~, Y2~* .  A quasi order <~ on 2~* is a 
divisibility order if and only if it is monotone and xy ~< xay for all x, y ~,X* and 
aE~.  
Proposition 1 (Higman's theorem). Every divisibility order on ,~* is a well quasi 
order on 2~*. 
The smallest divisibility order on 2~* is the subsequence embedding relation in 
which x <~y if and only if there exist x l , . . . ,  Xk+l~2~* and a l , . . . ,  ak ~ ~ such 
that x = a~' ' 'ak  and y =x la~' ' 'xkakxk+x.  It is clear that Proposition 1 is 
equivalent to the fact that the subsequence embedding relation is a well quasi 
order on 2~* since any extension of a well quasi order also satisfies conditions (i) 
or (ii) given above. Higman gives the latter result explicitly as Theorem 4.4 of [2]. 
This result is generalized in [1] by considering the smallest quasi orders generated 
by a somewhat broader notion of divisibility. 
Definition. Given a finite set S ~Z +, ~<s is the smallest quasi order on ,X* 
satisfying xy <~sxwy for all x, y e 2~* and w ~ S. 
The quasi order ~<s is not always a well quasi order on 2~*, this only occurs 
when S has a certain form. 
Definition. For any finite S_  ~+ and z ~ ~*, z has a subword in S if and only if 
z = xwy for some x, y ~ 2~* and w ~ S. S is subword unavoidable in ~* if and only 
if there exists ko ~ N such that every word in 2~* longer than ko has a subword in 
S. 
Proposition 2. For any finite S c_ ~+, ~s is a well quasi order on ~* if and only if S 
is subword unavoidable in ~*. 
Since ~<~ is the subsequence embedding relation on 2~* and 2~ is subword 
unavoidable in ~*, thi~ result dearly implies the Higman theorem given above. 
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On the other hand, there are numerous ets which are subword unavoidable in ~* 
and do not contain 2~, thus it is a proper generalization. 
In this paper we present another generalization of Higman's theorem, analog- 
ous to that given in Proposition 2, but obtained by entirely different methods. As 
in [1], we apply our results to the study of regularity in an elementary class of 
formal languages. Here, however, we look at the languages generated from finite 
sets using the operation of iterated shuffle, which we define shortly (see, e.g., [3, 
7, 81). 
2. Main result 
Consider the following alternate xtension of the concept of divisibility order. 
Definition. Given a finite set S=_2~ ÷, <~s is the smallest quasi order on ~* 
satisfying x~...xk+~<-sX~a~ . . .  xkakXk÷l for all x l , . . . , xk+~,~*  and a l , . . . ,  
ak e ~, where a ~ • .. ak ~ S. 
As in the case of the relation <~s, if S = I~, then <~s is simply the subsequence 
embedding relation described above. In general, <~s is a smaller ordering properly 
contained within this relation. As an example, let us suppose that 2~ = {a, b} and 
S ={aaa, aba, bb}. Then for instance, bb<~sbaabbaaa because bb<~sbabbg and 
babba<~sbagbb~tagt, where barred letters are used to highlight the substrings 
which are taken from S. On the other hand, while bb is related to bab by 
subsequence mbedding, bb -~s bab. 
A quasi order of the form ~<s can be viewed in terms of the operations of 
shuffle and iterated shuffle on subsets of I;*, which have been investigated 
recently in several papers (see e.g. [3, 7 or 8]). 
DeRnition. For any S, T=_~*, S@T={x ly l " "  xkyk :x~,y i~* ,  l<~i<~k, 
xl" " " xk ~ S and Yl" " " Yk ~ T}. S ® is defined inductively by S @ = {it}, S (~ = 
S(D(~)S and S ® = I..li~0 S ®. 
Lemma 1. For any finite S~ + and x, ye~* ,  X<~sy if and only if y~x@S®.  
Proo| .  To demonstrate the 'if' part, we must show that y e x (~)S ~ implies that 
x <~sY for any i t> 0 and any x, y ~ ~*. If i = 0 then we must have x = y, and the 
result follows since ~<s is reflexive. Assuming that the result holds for some fixed 
i >I 0, choose x, y e ~* such that y e x (S) S (i=i). Since (S) is obviously associative, this 
implies that yez@w for some zex(~)S (D and weS.  It follows that X<.sZ (by 
assumption) and z ~<sY (by definition), hence x ~<sY by the transitivity of ~s. Thus 
by induction, the result holds for all i >~ 0. 
For the 'only if' part, observe that <~s is the smallest reflexive and transitive 
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relation satisfying x ~<sY for every x s ~* and y ~ x Q S. Thus for any x, y ~ ,Y*, 
X~<sy implies that there exist Xl . . . . .  xk+ls~* ,  k~>O, such that x =x~, y = xk+~ 
and x~+~sx~(~)S for i : l<~i<~k.  It follows that y~x(~)S ® and hence y~ 
x (S) S ® . [] 
In analogy with the concept of subword unavoidability given above, we have a 
notion of subsequence unavoidability for a given set S. 
DeRnilion. For any S ___~+ and z e ~*,  z has a subsequence in S if and only if 
z = x la l  • • • XkakXk+l for some words x l , . . . ,  Xk+l ~ ~* and some word a~ • • • ak 
S where a~ ~,~, 1 ~<i~ < k. S is subsequence unavoidable in ~* if and only if there 
exists ko ~ N such that every word in 2~* longer than ko has a subsequence in S. 
Lemma 2. For any finite S c_ Z +, S is subsequence unavoidable in ~,* i[ and only if 
for every a ~ ~, there exists a k ~ N such that a k ~ S. 
ProoL First let us assume that there exists a e,~ such that a kd S for any k ~ N. 
Thus for no p ~ N does the word a p have a subsequence in S. Thus it is obvious 
that S is not subsequence unavoidable. On the other hand, let us assume that 
= {al, . . . .  at} and for each i" l~<i~ < t, there exists ki t> 1 such that a~,~ S. Then 
it is clear that any word longer than ~=1 (ki - 1) has a subsequence in S. Hence S 
is subsequence unavoidable. [] 
It is clear that Z is always subsequence unavoidable in Z*. Therefore, since <~ 
is the subsequence embedding relation, the following is another generalization of 
Higman's theorem, analogous to that given in Proposition 2. 
Theorem 1. For any finite S c_ Z +, <<-s is a well quasi order on Z*  if and only if S 
is subsequence unavoidable in ~,*. 
Proo| .  For the 'only if' part, assume that S is not subsequence unavoidable in ~*. 
Then we can find an infinite set of words in ~*,  none of which has a subsequence 
in S. Thus it is apparent from Lemma 1 that these words must all be pairwise 
incomparable with respect o ~<s- Any infinite sequence of distinct words from this 
set therefore violates condition (i) given above, and thus <~s is not a well quasi 
order on ~*. 
For the 'if' part, let us assume that 2~ ={a l , . . . ,  at} and S is subsequence 
unavoidable in 2~*. Thus by Lemma 2, for each i : 1 ~< i <~ t, there exists ki >I 1 such 
that a~ S. Now let us suppose that {w,,} is an infinite sequence of words in ,S*. 
By Higman's theorem (Proposition 1), <~x is a well quasi order on 2~*, so we can 
find an infinite subsequence {u,} of {w,} such that ~ <~ u~ for any n < m (using 
condition (ii)). Now for each u~ and each i : 1 <~ i ~< t, let us look at #,~(u~) mod/q. 
Since we have only a finite number of distinct modulus classes, we can find an 
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infinite subsequence {v,) of {u~} such that #o~(vn)= #o~(vm)mod ki for every n, 
meN and i : l<~i<-t. Thus given n<m,  v,,~xvm and #o~(v,,) -#~(v,)  is a 
multiple of/q- for each i: 1 ~<i~ < t. It follows that vme v,~(S)S ® and hence vn ~<sV,, 
by Lemma 1. Since {v,} is a subsequence of the arbitrarily chosen sequence {w,,}, 
this implies that ~<s is a well quasi order on 2~*, again using condition (ii). [] 
3. An appH~tion 
Let us recall that the regular languages are those subsets of ~* which can be 
characterized by expressions using the operations of union, concatenation and 
Kleene closure (i.e., the regular expressions from [4]) or equivalently, those 
subsets which are recognized by finite automata (see e.g. [6]). A relationship 
between the regular languages in 2~* and the monotone well quasi orders on ~* is 
noted in [1]. From this paper we have the following result, which extends the 
familiar characterization f the regular languages due to the work of MyhiU and 
Nerode (see [6]). 
DeAnition. For any quasi order ~< on £* and S G ,~*, S is ~<-dosed if and only if 
x e S and x ~< y implies that y e S. 
Proposition 3 (generalized Myhill-Nerode theorem). For any S c_ 2~*, S is regular 
if and only if S is <<--closed under some monotone well quasi order <~ on ~,*. 
Using this result, an immediate consequence of our theorem given above is the 
following. 
Corollary 1. For any finite S ~_,~+, if S is subsequence unavoidable in 2~*, then 
every <~s-closed set in ,~* is regular. 
Proof. Since it is obvious that ~<s is monotone for any S_  2~ +, this follows 
directly from Theorem 1 and Proposition 3. [] 
This result has some bearing on the study of the structure and complexity of 
languages of the form S ®. In particular, for finite S, we have the following 
characterization of regularity in this class of languages. 
Corollary 2. For any finite S __.,,in2~ +, S ® is regular if and only if S is subsequence 
unavoidable in ~*. 
Proof. Since S ® is obviously ~<s-dosed by Lemma 1, the 'if' part follows from 
the above corollary. For the other part, let us assume that S ® is regular. If S is 
not subsequence unavoidable in ~* then by Lemma 2 there exists a e ,~ such that 
akd S for any k ~> 0. Let ra(x) = #a(x)/Ixl for any x e ,S + and M = maxw~s ra(w). It 
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is apparent hat 0<M<I  (since S___~X ÷ and a~ S for any k) and for every 
xeS  @, r,(x)<~M. Find a word in S which has an occurrence of a. We may 
assume that this word can be written xay for some x, y ~2~*. Since xay ~ S, 
x~'akyke S ~ for all k >I 1. Since S ~ is regular, by Proposition 3 there exists a 
monotone well quasi order ~< on N* such that S @ is ~<-closed. Since ~ is a well 
quasi order, there must exist some n, m, where n < m such that an--- < am. Let 
p = m-n .  Since <~ is monotone, for any u, v e I;* and kt>n we have ua% <<- 
uak+Pv. Thus since S ® is ~<-closed, w~ =xna~'+iPynES ~ for all i~N.  However 
for i such that n + ip > M(lx l  + lyl)n/(1 - M) ,  r~(wi) > M. This contradiction shows 
that S must be subsequence unavoidable in 2~* [] 
As an example of a concrete application of this result, let us note that the set 
S = {aaa, aba, bb} given in the example above is subsequence unavoidable, indeed 
any word over {a, b} of length 4 or more has a subsequence in S. Thus S ® is 
regular. The interested and patient reader is invited to verify this by constructing 
a finite automaton which recognizes S ®. 
4. Open problems 
Now that we have two distinct generalization of Higman's well quasi order 
result (Proposition 2 and Theorem 1), it is natural to consider the problem of 
finding a result which simultaneously generalizes both of these generalizations. 
One approach is the following: 
Definition. Given a finite set V = {(u~.l, . . . ,  u~.~): 1 ~< i <~ t} of finite sequences 
of words in ~+, <~v is the smallest quasi order satisfying x l - - .  
x~+l<~vXlU~.l""x~th.~x~+l for all xl,...,x~+l~2F,* and all i:l<~i<.t. V is 
unavoidable in X* if and only if there exists a koe N such that any word z longer 
than ko can be written as Xl~l " "xr ,  u~x~+l for some i : l<- i<-t  where 
Xl ,  . . . , Xk i+ l  E .~: t : .  
It is true that <~v is a well quasi order on ~* if and only if V is unavoidable in 
~*? If so, then this result would provide a single, encompassing generalization of 
the Higman result of the type we are seeking. 
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